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MICROWAVE RADIATION AND THERMOREGULATION

INTRODUCTION .

Temperature Changes and Thermoregulation

Endotherms are organisms capable of maintaining a stable internal body
temperature In the face of rather wide fluctuations in the thermal character- •
Istics of the environment. Thermoregulation in endotherms is accomplished by
fine adjustments in appropriate autonomic response systems, by which the body
gains or loses heat, acting in concert with a wide range of behavioral maneu-
vers that provide a hospitable microclimate for the animal. Whenever possi-
ble, the behaviorally generated microclimate is thermally neutral, a situation
that maximizes the economy of water and energy stores in the body and mini-
mizes the involvement of autonomic mechanisms. Thus the description of ther-
moregulation in any endotherm involves detailed knowledge of thermoregulatory
behavior, both instinctive and learned, and of individual autonomic processes
of heat production and heat loss. The particular autonomic response that may
ba operative at any given time is dictated by the prevailing environmental
temperature; i.e., endotherms shiver in the cold and sweat or pant in the
heat, but not the reverse, and they will avoid doing either one if an effi-
cient behavioral maneuver is available to them.

In intact animals, thermal stimuli will elicit both behavioral and auto-
nomic thermoregulatory responses. These stimuli include not only variations ...
in the microclimate (i.e., ambient temperature, ambient vapor pressure, air
movement, and insulation), but also internal temperature changes due to,e.g.,
circadian variation, febrile disease, and exercise. In experimental animals,
highly localized temperature changes in specific central nervous system (CNS)
sites can be brought about by implanted devices called thermodes, so as to
study the role of these sites in normal thermoregulation. Since microwave
radiation can be absorbed in extremely complex configurations by biological
entities, thereby generating heat in the tissues of the body, it must be
regarded as a significant thermal stimulus to thermoregulation.

Summary of Earlier Findings

The thermoregulatory consequences of exposure to radio frequency electro-
magnetic radiation (2450-MHz CW microwaves) have been under intense stty in
the microwave laboratories at the John B. Pierce Foundation Laboratory since
1977. The goal of this research has been to quantify, using the squirrel
moiikey as an animal model, the minimal incident microwave energy (in mW/cm2 )
that reliably influences the normal responses, both autonomic and behavioral,
that regulate the body temperature. The nature of the thermoregulatory alter-
ation has always been characterized in terms of both absorbed energy and local.
body temperature perturbations. Other goals of this research project have
4nvolved exploration of other parameters of microwave exposure such as the
intensity and duration of the exposure, the part of the body exposed, and the
Offects of concomitant thermal stimulation of the hypothalamic thermoregula-
tory center by means of implanted thermodes. Controls for surface heating,

.-. . . . *. . . -.. . ...-.. ....-...........-. .-.- . . . . ---. .. . .. . - '.- ..-.. . ,-- - -. -- -.



provided by infrared radiation or convective heating, have been an integral
part of many experimental designs.

The animals are chair restrained in the far field of a horn antenna
inside an electromagnetically anechoic chamber of interior dimensions 1.83 r x
1.83 m x 2.45 m. A valve system allows air from one of two closely regulated
(±0.5 *C) sources to circulate through the anechoic space. Each monkey is
trained to pull a response cord to operate the valves, thereby selecting the
environmental temperature the animal prefers. The use of a single air source
provides an environment of constant temperature for the assessment of auto-
nomic thermoregulatory responses. Usually, in order to achieve more precise
control over the environmental temperature in his immediate vicinity, the
monkey is confined within an air-conditioned Styrofoam box.

Continuous microwaves of a single frequency, 2450 ± 25 MHz, are generated
by a Cober Model S2.5W generator and fed to the antenna via standard waveguid,
components. Calibration measurements to determine field uniformity at the
animal's location, made with a Narda Model 8316B broadband isotropic radiation
detector fitted with a model 8323 probe, show a maximum nonuniformity of 8".
with the restraining chair absent and an additional 5% with chair present.
Insignificant changes occur with the introduction of a hood and hose connec-
tions for measurement of oxygen consumption, fine thermocouples and Vitek
probes (18) for measurement of body temperatures, tubing for the circulation
of temperature-controlled silicone oil to thermodes implanted in the monkey's
brainstem, or a Lucite boot and hose connections for measurement of
thermoregulatory sweating from the foot of the animal.

An assessment of whole-body energy absorption over the power density
range from 5 to 40 mW/cm2 has been based upon temperature increments produced
at 4 depths in 3 sizes of saline-filled cylindrical Styrofoam models by 10-min
microwave exposures. The mean temperature rise in the liquid above an equili-
brated 35 'C was used to calculate the specific absorption rate (SAR). This
ranged from 0.135 to 0.153 W/kg per mW/cm2 , with the higher values correspond-
ing to the smaller masses. Rectal temperature increments in conscious squir-
rel monkeys, during 10-min microwave exposures in thermoneutral environments,
yielded a comparable SAR of 0.15 W/kg per mW/cm2 .

Brief (5-10 min) unilateral exposure of the monkey's whole body to 2450-

MHz CW microwaves (E polarization) allowed us to determine the minimal power
density (mW/cm2 ) that reliably alters thermoregulatory responses (thresholds).
These thresholds are very simi.ar: 6-8 mW/cm 2 (SAR=l.1 W/kg) stimulates the
animal to select a cooler environment behaviorally, induces peripheral vaso-
dilation of the tail vessels, and initiates thermoregulatory sweating from the
foot, while a slightly lower power density, 4-6 mW/cm2 (SAR=0.8 W/kg), relia-
bly lowers metabolic heat production in cold environments.

Microwave intensities above threshold stimulate proportionally greater
response changes. Extending the exposure duration (up to 2 h) produces
little or no adaptation of behavioral thermoregulatory adjustments, but does'
produce a gradual adaptation of metabolic heat production such that, in the
steady state, the SAR (W/kg) of the exposure is exactly balanced by the reduc-
tion in metabolic heat production (W/kg). This result confirms our dosii . .
studies of temperature increments In saline-filled Styrofoam modelt;. Adapta-
tion also occurs in thermoregulatory sweating during proloioyed m!

2
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exposUrC tn war environments, but It Is not sufficient to prevent a rise in

l.ndy tempern t ure in this species.

Wh n only the head is expo.e(d to the microwve field, the trunk and
extremit'es being screened, the power density must be nearly 10 times greater
than when the whole body is irradiated to produce a given reduction of meta-
bolil beat production in a cold environue-;t. It is clear that heat generated -'-

when energy is deposited directly in the head may be efficiently carried to
,0tcr parts rf the bodv by tho circulato'ry system. Indeed, when the power
density Is averaged over the total expcscd silhouette in accordance with
Iocali:zed measurements of field st: rgth, tho respc, nse change is found to
depend o the Integrated energy absor tlr by the whcle body, not on energy
dleposited in some particular body locus. Other experiments, conducted when
the head was screened and the remainder of the body was exposed to the micro-
wave field, confirmed this analysis: the thresholds for the reduction of
metabolic heat production in the cold or the alteration of thermoregulatory •
behavior when the head alone was screened were only slightly higher than the
thresholds measured during whole-body exposure.

The depth to which microwaves at a frequency of 2450 MHz may penetrate,
LOughly 2.0 to 2.5 cm, indicates that this frequency is resonant to the head

th.- squirrel monkey. Thus, there is the potential for an enhanced rate of
1-cal o-ergy deposition, and therefore selective local beating, in the center
of th2 brain. Such heating may occur in the medial preoptic/anterior hvpotha-
!,imic ,rea (P0/All), the region of the anterior brainstem that has been shown-
to harbor the "central thermostat" for the regulation of the body temperature..
We have developed a chronic brain implant that allows both the measurement and
control of the temperature of this brainstem area in squirrel monkeys exposed
to microwave fields. Brain temperature measurements in several squirrel
*,nkeys exposed (unilateral exposure of the whole body) to 2450-MHz CW micro-
aves reveal that a PO/AH temperature rise of 0.2-0.3 °C is associated with

the threshold power density that stimulates selection of a cooler environment
1y the animal. A PO/AH temperature rise of the same magnitude, produced by - -
perfusing an implanted thermode with warm silicone oil, will also stimulate
-ire selection of a cooler environment, lower metabolic heat production of an
:1i-.n-l in the cold, and initiate thermoregulatory sweating of an animal in a

7 -nvironment. Experiments of complex design have demonstrated that a
, temperature rise in the PO/AH, that may occur during microwave exposure,
rust hb supplemented by temperature changes elsewhere in the body to produce
;-iven thermoregulatory response changes. Indeed, the data show that the PO/AH
.ren probably plays a rather limited role in the thermoregulatory response to
licrowaves and that, at this frequency, the thermal receptors in the skin are

, qual importance in the mobilization of efficient autonomic and behavioral
responses.

Our experience over the past several years, in light of the current
,.,.search into the biological effects of exposure to radiofrequency radiation,
rr lnts clearly to an important fact: in order to characterize completel. the

itfonomic thermoregulatory response of an animal to an imposed radiofrequeni-y"
;eld of any frequency, all efferent response systems that influence thermal

'balance should be quantified. Only by so doing, will it be possible to pin-
olft !he particular system that may be under alteration at any given time and

predict, on the basis of differences in "thermoregulatory profiles," how
hiuman fbeings might respond in the presence of comparable -.-diefrequencv
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fields. The research described has been conducted with this important fact in
mind. An augmented set of response measures describes the total tl.krz nregu-
latory response of the squirrel monkey when it is in equilibrium with a rnnpe
of microwave power densities and ambient temperatures. Only autono'Ic re-
sponse systems are considered here, not thermoregulatory behavior. The mc-'AoJ
of partitional calorimetry, a standardized technique in thermal physiology
(29), has been employed throughout. A description of this method and thf
basic data on thermoregulation in the squirrel monkey, derived fror parti--
tional calorimetry, appear in the following sections of this report.

Method of Partitional Calorimetry

The thermalization of tissues in the body that accompanies the c:ps~re
of an organism to microwaves presents a unique challenge to the thermoregula-
tory system. The heat generated in the body tissues during such exposures n.a v
be considered to be comparable to that produced during physical exercise,
except that no increase in metabolic heat production would be anticipated. ,.
other words, during microwave exposure, tissue heating is passive rather tha.
active. The simplest way of determining the impact of any microwave exposurL
on the thermoregulatory system is to apply the methods of partitional calor!-
metry to the organism in question.

In general, the thermoregulatory system mobilizes responses to imposed
thermal disturbances in such a way as to minimize or negate the disturbance.
The result of this activity is that the internal body temr.erature, the regu-
lated variable, is maintained at a constant or set level. The disturbance mav
be a change in the rate of heat production (as during exercise) or a change in
the rate of heat exchange Letween the organism and the environment (as during
a change in ambient conditions). In the steady state, the heat produced in
the body of an endotherm is balanced by the heat lost to the environment such-
that storage of heat within the body is minimal. The concept can be expressed
by a generalized heat balance equation of the form (17):

M -W =R + C + E ±S (1)

The thermal energy produced in the body by metabolic processes M will be
lified by any work W produced by the animal on the environment. While W may

be a significant factor for humans or beasts of burden, it may be considered
negligible for other endothermic mammals. Thus, for practical purposes, M
represents the metabolic heat production of the body.

The first three terms on the right side of the equation represent the
different avenues by which heat is exchanged between the body and the environ-
ment: R represents radiation, C represents convection, and E is the heat lost
through the evaporation of water from the skin surface and respiratory tract.
No term appears in the equation for heat exchange by conduction since It iF-
usually insignificant in most species. If the environmental temperature i."
higher than that of the body, the direction of heat transfer may be into the
body and R and C may have a negative sign. Under such conditions, evaporation
of fluid From the body surface (and the lungs) Is the only available avcnu, ( I
heat loss. Man and certain nonhuman primates (e.g., Erythrocebus ;: ) 'c A

profusely and thus are able to thermoregulate efficiently, eve (iurr .'
cise in hot environments (21). The squirrel Tn'nkey don. - ,-.

14
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,-npL ify, po.& ,.i- in Z eccrlne sweat glands only on the friction surfaces of
, ,:i m :-u p,:" (3'),41). Tl;us, tvis species must rely to a large extent or.

ir'; r c- r's '(c.g., spreading urine, creating a cool microclimate) tc

_r,,-,re m,i'it .nance of a stable body temperature in the heat. It is important

to nte that: these belhavioral responses are not available to a squirrel monkey

under restraint in a laboratory setting such as the one described.

s' ast term in the heat baaaice equation, S, represents the rate nf
1,t ,rtorage in the body. If S ft positive, body temperature rises; if S is
n egative, body temperature falls. (:imarly, the goal of normal thermoregula--

icn is the minimization of S and thus the .. 'Iievement of a stable internal

body temperature. The methods of port.ttional calorimetry are particularly

useful. to determine the values of inlividual terms in the heat balance equa-

tion at any given environmental tei .perature for a particular species.

When the method of partitional calorimetry is used, the experimental

animal is brought into thermal equilibrium (i.e., S=O) with a particular

environmental temperature and the steady-state heat production and heat loss

responses are measured. A wide range of environmental temperatures is stud-

ied, which encompasses the range to which the animal is normally exposed, a

design that yields a thermoregulatory profile of the species in question.

Metabolic heat production M is calculated from oxygen consumption and

::.rbon dioxide production from which the respiratory quotient (RQ) may also he

"alculated. Oxygen consumption alone will suffice with the assumption of a

constant RQ (0.83 for the squirrel monkey). Total evaporative water Loss,
which includes water lost through respiration, passive diffusion through the

oldin, and that evaporated as sweat, is determined from the total reduction in

lo6y weight during the experiment, urine and feces being trapped under o.l.
S,.aporative heat loss E is then calculated assuming the latent heat of avapora-

- on of water to be 0.72 W-h/g. Dry heat exchanged with the environment
'hrough convection C and radiation R must be expressed in terms of the surface

:rea of the body. For the squirrel monkey, Stitt et al. (43) have determined

that a body mass of I kg is equivalent to a surface area of 0.108 m.

J:. at exchange via radiation and convection is determined indirectly ir

X ;.-thod of partitional calorimetry and requires the measurement of thi t
imal' men skin temperature (Tsk)" Under steady-state conditions of rest

c" : .,tant air temperature Ta, Equation (1) can be simplified to

M = R + C E (2)

uo Lht. tcady state, when the walls of the environmental test chamber are at
t he same temperature as T , the heat losses from the body due to radiatioc and

r:" t Lon R< + C are a function of the thermal gradient between skin and nr"

P .1C=h T T0

s -- - sk a

here ii Is the coefficient of heat transfer to the environment. Subst'tutiT, g

r, Uruation (2) yields

M.h(s -) +E (4)
--... sk a -

. .0 .0........ .. ........ .. ...... ....



in which h is the only unknown. This coefficient can be determined at any
given T from the relation

a

h=(M- E)/T - Ta) (5)

and a plot of (M - E) versus (Tsk- Ta) yields a straight line of slope h that
a

" ~ assthog h origin, where sk fi T.The units in which h is xrse

are (W/m')/*C.

The total evaporative heat losses from the body (E ) may be parti-
tioned into that which is lost from the respiratory trac-o-t(E ), and that
which leaves the skin in the form of sweat (E w ); thus es

E =E + E (6)-tot -res -sw

An assessment of the vasomotor tonus of the peripheral circulation car b-
made by calculating conductance K, a measure of the core-to-skin heat flow.
With the exception of the respiratory evaporative heat loss, E-- , all heat
leaving the body must pass from the deep body core to the skinTom which it,
is transferred to the environment by radiation, convection, and evaporation.
Under steady-state conditions when heat storage in the body is zero, the heat
leaving the body must be equal to the metabolic heat production (Eq. 2). in
this case, K is the total amount of heat leaving the surface of the body
divided by the temperature gradient between the core (T ) and the skin (Tk).
.Eres is not included in this heat flow because it leaves the 5ody directly
through the respiratory tract. Thus

M (M- E (esT)/ co - sk) (7)

When an organism is exposed to a radiofrequency field, the energy ab-
sorbed from Lhe field (A must be added to the metabolic heat produced by
the body. Neglecting the work factor, Equation 1 would then become

(M + Arfr) = C +R + E - S (8)

and all other expressions that involve heat production M would be similarly
modified. Thus, the heat transfer coefficient for an organism exposed to a

*2 radiofrequency field would become

S (M -rfr ]/(Tsk T a (9)

* and conductance would become

QK (rM + A fr - res)/(T - Tsk) (10)

Basic Thermal Physiology of the Squirrel Monkey

The autonomic thermoregulatory responses of five adult male squirrel
monkeys to Ta that ranged from 10 to 39 *C were measured by Stitt and Hard-.
(41). During the experimental tests, individual animals were restroiled in
Plexiglas chair (1) inside an environmental test chamber. The Ta was .l
regulated and air movement within the chamber was < 8 m/min (still ii
rhons). A Plexiglas hood over the animal's head collectcO t ie exi,, i,. ".

6
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whichi was drawn. outside the chamber at 7-10 L/min for analysis of oxygen
content. The increase in relative humidity of the expired air was also
neat_-d so that respiratory evaporative heat loss, F , could be calculated..-
The r:straining chair was mounted on a platform wh~c s was suspended from a .
,V11-nitive balance. In this way the reduction in body mass could be monitord .
Uont nuou. ly durivg the experiment. Deep colonic temperature, 10-cm beyond
the aia;il sphincter, was measured with a polyethylene-encased copper-constantan ".
the-ro.ouple with a reference junction in melting ice and water. Four repre-
sentative skin temperatures, taken from shaved areas on the abdomen, tail, leg "
and foot were also measured with copper-constantan thermocouples constructed 0
in special configurations. These temperatures were used to calculate a
weighted Tsk as suggested by Stitt et al. (43):

T =045T 0.37T +0.i + 0.07T

sk abd + leg tail + 7foot (

Each animal underwent at least three experimental tests at each of the
following T : 0, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 *C. A few tests were conducted at
T =39 'C, but a steady state could not ordinarily be achieved since this T is

a a
very close to the animal's normal regulated internal body temperature. Figure

shows the thermoregulatory profile of the squirrel monkey derived from the
data of Stitt and Hardy (41). The functions drawn in the figure are the lines
of best fit to the data and show the mean steady-state levels of metabolic
heat production (M), respiratory evaporative heat loss (Ere), total evapora-
tive heat loss (E. ), and thermal conductance (K) as a function of the
,imbient temperature to which the animals were exposed. Steady-state colonic
temperature, weighted mean skin temperature, and the temperatures of tail and
foot skin, measured in the same experiments, are shown in Figure 2. The data
in Figures I and 2 represent the fundamentals of autonomic thermoregulation in
the squirrel monkey. The individual responses are discussed in some detail in
0he following paragraphs.

When squirrel monkeys are restrained in cool environments, the body
temperature is regulated by an increase in metabolic heat production (M). All
rther responses are at low ebb (Fig. 1). The figure shows that as Ta falls
,)Plow about 26-27 *C, M increases linearly at a rate of about 0.35 (W/kg)/C.

Ytive shivering may be observed at T =20 *C and below. At T = 26-27 *C,
a a

dniignated the lower critical temperature (LCT), resting heat production
reaches its nadir and remains at this low level throughout the range of Ta
'mat " designated the thermoneutral zone (TNZ) (Ta=27-35 OC). Stitt and
aidv (41) found that the resting heat production of chaired animals ranged •
ror L.5 to 7.0 W/kg in the TNZ. Other data (2,9,36) confirm this general

r rpe although the particular values obtained will depend on the air movement
in the test chamber as well as the method used to measure oxygen consumption.
r:cessively warm environments, e.g., Ta above 35 'C, threaten effective
thermoregulation in this species. An increase in M has been reported under
such conditions that is presumably related to increased behavioral activity.
The upti.rn in the M function in Figure I is likely the result of struggling
agalnst the restraining chair as the animal attempts to escape from the war,
invironment. Exposure of these animals to microwave fields at T =35 'C and

a -
above can he threatening (3).

Figure I displays two functions for evaporative heat loss, that from the
n.,.Av as a whole, Ett, and that from the respiratory tract, Fros  rhe differ-
;,e between the two represents evaporative heat loss through sweating, E

7
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Figure 1. Thermoregulatory profile for the restrained squirrel monkey equili-
brated to ambient temperatures ranging from 10 to 39 *C. Individual
functions show metabolic heat production (M), total evaporative heat
loss (Eo), respiratory evaporative heat loss (E ), and tissue
conductance (I). The thermoneutral zone of vasomotor control (TNZ)

encompasses ambient temperatures between the lower critical tempera-
ture (LCT) of 26 *C and the upper critical temperature (UCT) of 35
*C. Figure constructed from data in Stitt and Hardy (41).

and a minimal amount of passive diffusion of water through the skin (commonly
designated "insensible perspiration"). The latter tends to be constant and is
insignificant for thermoregulation. Both E and E are low and constanto o--t ---es
at T below about 30 C. At T above 35 Cct6CT), E 0 becomes significantlya a tOt;

elevated above the basal level, whereas E changes--ardly at all. This fact
implies that the major avenue of evaporatlve heat loss in this species is
sweating, not panting, an implication confirmed by Nadel and Stitt (38) who
recorded changes in sweat rate from the foot of squirrel monkeys restrained in
warm environments. The sweating is truly thermoregulatory because its rate
can be altered by changing the local tissue temperature of the PO/AH therT-
regulatory center (42). Because sweating in this species can be emotionail -I-

8
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well at-: thermoregulatory, it is important to measure concomitant changes In M
during experiments in which sweating is anticipated.

40

Colonic Temperature

35- //,"FootI,,

Foot

Mean Skin
Temperature Tail

30

LU

.25 //
u/ Foot and Tail Skin

/ Temperatures
/

20 /
/

/ DATA OF STITT 8 HARDY
/ J. APPL PHYSIOL. 1971

1ja i I a _
0 10 20 30 40

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (*C)

Figure 2. Body temperatures of the restrained squirrel monkey equilibrated to
ambient temperatures ranging from 10 to 39 *C. Individual functions
show deep colonic temperature, mean skin temperature based on four
skin sites, foot, and tail skin temperatures. Arrows indicate
vasodilation of vessels in tail and foot skin. Figure constructed

from data in Stitt and Hardy (41).

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between various body temperatures
and T as measured by Stitt and Hardy (41). Mean colonic temperature, T , is
regulated between 38.5 and 39.8 °C over the range of T from 10 to 0C.
There is a slightly higher rate of increase above the 114Z than below. The
wOIghted increases linearly with T ; the slope of the function will be
higher when the air in the test compartment is moving, rather than still. The
figure also shows dramatic discontinuities in the temperature flnctions for
foot and tail skin. These discontinuities occur at discrete T and reflect
.'sodl;ation of the peripheral blood vessels of the tail and foote. Warm blood
from deep in the body is brought close to the skin surface when these vessels
iasodilate, aiding the transfer of metabolic heat to the environment. Changes

"n vN,,omotor tonus provide the means for efficient thermoregulation in the

9



squirrel monkey across the entire TNZ. The precise T that produce vasodila-
tion of the tail and foot were pinpointed by Lynch eP al. (34), who measured
steady-state T of monkeys restrained in many discrete T . At T of 2(,.5 C
for the tail anA 32 *C for the foot, these local T variead wide y. indiative
of wide variation in local tissue blood flow. Siilar results have recent l%
been reported by Adair and Adams (8).

The vasomotor response is truly thermoregulatory in nature; experimental
warming of the PO/AH thermoregulatory center in animals equilibrated to sub-
threshold T produces prompt vasodilation of both tail and foot vessels
(33,34,41). However, the tail appears to exhibit a much greater degree of
vasodilation than does the foot; the range of Ttl during dilation is about ;o t
0C, while the corresponding range for T is about 3 *C. Since the surface' t"
area of the tail represents 11% of the total surface area of the body (ef. 1:q.
11), this organ has the capability of dissipating significant amounts of
metabolic heat to the environment and will play a major role in thermoregu-
lation when animals are exposed to microwave fields at thermoneutral T a

a

It was previously stated that tissue conductance, K, is an indicant of
* peripheral vasomotor state and represents the flow of heat from the body core

to the skin. Figure 1 shows that there is a sharp increase in K at or near
the lower end of the TNZ, increasing dramatically as the T increases. At T
below the LCT, K is minimal and constant; in other wors, the peripheral
vasculature of the squirrel monkey is maximally vasoconstricted in T below 26
*C. It has been demonstrated that under these conditions, vasodilatton of the
tail can be provoked by whole-body exposure of the animal to a microwave field
(8).

10
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THE PROBLEM S

The method of partitional calorimetry was used to generate the thermo-
regulatory profile of the squirrel monkey shown in Figure 1. Steady-state
temperatures to be expected in many parts of the body were also determined by
this method (Fig. 2). Of particular utility is the determination, from
changes in local skin temperatures, of the environmental conditions that will
initiate vasodilation of the peripheral vasculature, a significant mechanism
of heat loss in this species. It is important to remember, however, that the
data presented in Figures 1 and 2 were collected from animals equilibrated to
environments of constant temperature. When an additional source of thermal-
izing energy, such as a -source of radiofrequency radiation, is added to such
an environment, the thermoregulatory profile and body temperatures of the
subject animal may be drastically altered. Investigation of these alterations
when squirrel monkeys are exposed to 2450-MHz CW microwaves at different power
densities in selected thermal environments is the subject of this report.

Use of the method of partitional calorimetry to study autonomic thermo- 9
regulatory responses of an animal exposed to microwaves permits a complete
nceounting of all the sources of thermal energy that influence the individual
thermoregulatory mechanisms of the body. It also permits the specification of
the exact means by which that thermal energy is eliminated by the body to the
environment. It is possible, if sufficient T are explored in such an inves-

atigation, that specific rates of microwave energy (SAR) may be characterized
in terms of an equivalent T that does not contain a source of microwaves;

acomparable autonomic response changes under the two environmental conditions
would serve as the basis for this equivalence.

The ultimate goal of research into the biological effects of exposure to
radiofrequercy radiation is to evaluate the impact of comparable exposure on
the health and functioning of human beings. Since it is considered morally
inde'[pnsible to deliberately expose humans to radiofrequency fields, it is
necessary to use other means to predict potential consequences. Data derived
irom animal experiments have been useful in the past and will continue to be
an important predictive source. For example, a major consideration in the
formulation of the current American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
standard (15) was the phenomenon of "work stoppage" (e.g., ref. 19). Ongoing,
food-votlvated behavior is reliably disrupted by microwave exposure at an SAR
(4 W/kg) that elevates the internal body temperature of the behaving animal by
about I *C. Since work stoppage has been demonstrated in several animal
species, it appears to have good predictive value for the human condition.

A recent attempt by Gordon (24,25) to extrapolate to man certain therwo-
physiological data derived from the laboratory mouse solely on the basis of
differences in body mass was not so successful. This approach ignored the
dependence of thermoregulatory processes on the prevailing T and the unique
thermophysiological profiles of the individual species involved (13,14).
'urrhermore, it assigned paramount importance to possible differences between
radiofrequency radiation and conventional forms of heat stress such as exer-
rise or elevated T a Tt now appears highly unlikely that any SAR-vs-body mass .i

11 9
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function can be given so much precision that extrapolation over several orders

of magnitude will become the method of choice for predicting human therinuregu-

latory responses to radiofrequency radiation. The use of sophisticated

simulation models of the human thermoregulatory system (44) coupled to a block

model of RFR-energy deposition (22), together with the assumption that radio-

frequency radiation is equivalent to other forms of thermal energy, would seer,

to be one alternative that is far more precise. The determination of T
a

equivalents to SAR and the extrapolation of data derived from animals to mail

on the basis of thermoregulatory profiles would seem to be another interesting

alternative. The latter approach has been explored in the research reported

here.

12
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METHODS

Subj ects

Adult male squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus) served as subjects in this
study. Their estimated ages ranged from 6 to 8 yr, and their body masses
ranged from 900 to 1050 g at the time of testing. They were housed individu-
al ly in a colony room maintained at 24 t 2 'C and 40 t 10% relative humidity.
All animals were well adapted to the restraining chair and most had previously
participated in a variety of experiments to assess behavioral and physiologi-
cal thermoregulatory capability. Some of these experiments involved brief
exposures to 2450-MHz CW microwave fields at power densities at or below 15
mW/cm2 . The basic procedures for adaptation and chair training have been
described by Adair et al. (12).

Test Chamber and Response Measures

During the experiments, the monkey was chair-restrained in the far field
of a 15-dB standard gain horn antenna inside an electromagnetically anechoic
chamber of interior dimensions 1.83 x 1.83 x 2.45 m. The interior walls were
covered with 20-cm pyramidal microwave absorber (Advanced Absorber Products,
Type AAP-8) to minimize reflections (<40 dB). The restraining chair was
enclosed by a 30 x 33 x 78-cm box constructed of 5-cm thick closed-cell Styro- p
foam. Air from a temperature-controlled (±0.5 C) source circulated at 0.36

m/s through the box in the direction shown in Figure 3. This arrangement
provided a closely regulated thermal environment for the test animal. The
temperature of the air inside the box (T ) was sensed by a copper-constantan
thermocouple located in the air outlet from the anecboic chamber (cf. Fig. 3)
and recorded continuously on a strip chart. The temperature of the interior .
w:all of the Styrofoam box was also recorded for comparison purposes. The
monkey was under constant video surveillance during the 4- to 5-h test ses- - -

qion;. The test sessions were conducted in the presence of a 73-dB sound-
presure level (SPL) (re 0.0002 dyne/cm2) masking noise to prevent auditory
cues when the microwave generator was turned on and off (27).

The restraining chair was suspended from the platform of a sensitive (±
,g) Potter triple-beam balance (Potter Mfg. Co., Model No. 82) which was
mounted on the roof of the anechoic chamber directly above the location of the
S;tyrofoam test box. A Plexiglas yoke attached to the neck plate of the re-
stralning chair accepted the suspension rod. A 10-cm length of nylon line
incorporated in the suspension reduced the torque on the balance platform. A -
reflon pin screwed into the base of the chair rode freely within an adjustable
cardboard bushing when the chair was in place; this prevented the chair from
swinging laterally when the monkey moved. A notched card attached to the base
(if the chair engaged a small Styrofoam block cemented to the box wall; this
arrangement prevented rotational movement of the chair. These minimal-
friction Impediments to chair movement (diagrammed in Fig. 4) permitted very
accurate recordings of total body weight loss during the experimental ses-
qions, an example of which is shown in Figure 5.

13
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* POTTER
BALANCE

T~V MONITOR .

AIR -- FROM AIR
RETURN .... SOURCE

Figure 3. Schematic diagram (as viewed from the horn antenna) of the convec-
tive system that provides climate conditioning of the animal's test
box inside the anechoic chamber. The system for suspending the

animal's restraining chair from a sensitive Potter balance is also
shown. Constant video surveillance of the animal is possible
through a window in the wall of the test box.

During the experimental test sessions, the following body temperatures
were sampled at 1-min intervals by an on-line computer: T and four repre-
sentative T taken from the abdomen, tail, leg, and fooi° (34). All were
measured w 36-gauge copper-constantan thermocouples having a reference
junction in a bath of melting ice and water (2,41). All thermocouple junc-
tions were very small and constructed in configurations appropriate to the
locus of application. All T were air-skin interface temperatures: the
thermal junction was in contaci with the skin on one side and open to the air
on the other. To minimize perturbation of the microwave field, the lead wires
were shielded and held out of alignment with the electric vector of the inci-
dent planewave. Any thermocouple electromotive force (emf) that showed
evidence of electrical artifacts (i.e., abrupt voltage changes greater than
4UV, equivalent to 0.1 *C, correlated with microwave onset or termiration) was
discarded as an inadmissible datum. A weighted "T was calculated from the
four skin temperatures by the relation given in Equiaton 11 (43).

Oxygen consumption 0V02) was measured using an open-flow draw systcrl.
Chamber air was drawn at a constant rate of 7 L/min through a Plexiglas lw,1c"
over the monkey's head and thence outside the chamber through Teflon tubn ,.

The arrangement was similar to that depicted in Adair (2, Flg. . . .

14
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part i.-i1 pressurc (P'o ) deficit was measured downstream by a Secltmnn Model
paranrnanet !c oxygen hnn~vzer that sampled the passing airstream at .1 rate of
0.3 1/u'o. Metabolic- heat production (H) was calculated from 0 assuning a

em, o I (R0 of 0~.83 (31,40). Th1.': value of the RQ was checked by simultaneous
inea!;-rrnnt of carbon dioxide production with a Beckman Model 149148-LB2
medlcal gas analyzer during a few isolated tests. However, the latter instru-
ment wais not used routinely during experimental test sessions because it was

diffcultand time consuming to calibrate.

00 ___-9____

POTTER
BALANCE

Figure 4. Schematic diagram (left elevation) of the location of the animal's
test box inside the anechoic chamber. Box is located in the f ar
f ield of the horn antenna. Additional details of the system for
suspending the animal's restraining chair from the Potter balance
are also shown.

To masur miute-o-mnuteF ,a portion of the expired air was drawn

tirough a dewpoint temperature sensing device developed at the Pierce Founda-
Lion Laboratory (26). From the deupoint temperature (TA) which was measured
Anc cecorded continuously, the vapor pressure of water U?n the sampled air was
calculated by means of Antoine's equation (46):

P 1J e a-b (T d c)-1  (12)

where: PR n water vapor pressure (tam Hg)
a = 18.67
b =4030.18 ~. empirical constants for water

c=235 J

15



The water evaporated from the lungs, or Eres' was then calculated fromn a

modified gas equation:

(M.W.) (APH2O) AF
Eres - g/min (1?)

a

where: M.W. = molecular weight of water
P = the difference in water vapor pressure in air before and after
H20 evaporation of water

AF - air flow (L/min)
R - gas constant 62.396
T = air temperature (*K)
a

Ta - 26 I-

2450 MHz CW MICROWAVES I
0 0RmV/ca t (3W/hg) I

~0 20
0 30 so 1,20 1,o ,0, 90'

MINUTES

Figure 5. Representative strip chart record of total body weight loss measured
by the Potter balance during a single 220-mmn experiment on one

monkey. After a 90-mmn equilibration to an ambient temperature (T)
of 26 °C, monkey was exposed to 2450-MHz CW microwaves at a power
density of 20 mW/cm2 (SAR-3 W/kg) for 90 mhin. Two tracings are
shown, representative of two recorder sensitivities.

Thermoregulatory sweating from the right foot was also measured with the
same kind of dewpoint temperature sensing device. The monkey wore an L-shaped
Plexiglas boot with the sole of the foot resting on a nylon support. Chamber
air was drawn through the boot, at the rate of 1.9 L/min, and thence outsjde
the chamber through Tygon tubing where the T was measured and recitcd
continuously. Sweating rate (msw) was calculated-in the same manner as .

1.. ...- 1.
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Microwave Source, Field Measurements, and Dosimetry

Continuous microwaves of a single frequency, 2450t25 MHz, were generated
bv a commercial source (Cober Electronics Model $2.5W) and fed to the antenna
through standard wavegiilde components. The electric vector of the incident ..-

planewave was aligned with the long axis of the animal's body (F-polnri.-_i-
tion). Cenerator forward power capabillty ranged from 190 W to 2.5 kW, which
yielded, a range of incident power densities from 2.5 to >100 mW/cm 2 as mea-
sxired in the far field at the location of the monkey's head.

Calibration measurements of toe far field were made with a Narda model
8316B broadband isotropic radiation detector fitted with a model 8323 probe.
At a constant l.0-kW forward power, the microwave field was mapped at 12-cm
intervals across a 1.0 x 1.5-m plane that passed through the center of the
restraining chair location (1.85 m from the antenna's leading edge) orthogonal
to the direction of propagation of the incident planewave. The maximum field
nonuniformity of the central 50 x 50 cm of this plane, encompassing the monkey
location, was 8% with the chair absent and 13% with the chair present. Insig-
nificant perturbations of the field were introduced by the hood, sweat boot,
fine thermocouples, and the suspension rod for the restraining chair. In this
regard, Ho (30) has demonstrated that field perturbations produced by such
devices may not be as important as other variables (e.g., animal size, config- p
,:ration and movement, polarization and uniformity of the incident field).

A rough assessment of the whole-body SAR produced by power densities fro:v
5 to 40 mW/cm2 was based on temperature increments measured in three sizes of

saline-filled cylindrical Styrofoam models (0.75-, 1.1-, and 1.5-L volumes).
The inside height of all cylinders was 33 cm, and the inside diameters were 0
nproximately 5, 6.5, and 8 cm. Tests on each model were conducted as fol-
lows: A cylinder filled with physiological saline was placed at the animal's
position inside the anechoic chamber and equilibrated for 16 h to a circula-
ting T of 35 'C. The hot junctions of four 36-gauge copper-constantana -"

thermocouples were positioned on the vertical axis of the cylinder (equidis-
tant from the antenna) at different depths within the liquid. The wire leads
were led through the cylinder wall in alignment with the direction of propa-

itn of the electromagnetic wave (K vector) and carefully shielded. Refer-
,n e junctions were placed in a bath of melting ice and water located outside
rhe anechoic chamber. The four temperatures were recorded continuously during

series of 10-min microwave exposures to 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 mW/cm 2 .
Individual exposures were separated by at least 2-h restabilization periods. S
For the 1.1-L model, the mean temperature increment in the liquid ranged from
C.1 'C at 5 mW/cm 2 to 0.6 °C at 40 mW/cm2 , yielding calculated SAR from 0.5 to
5 W/kg. For all three models, the average SAR was determined to be 0.15

N4/kg per mW/cm2 . Temperature increments were determined twice in the 0.75-L
riocc, once standing alone and once inserted into the restraining chair, to
assess the effects of the chair on whole-body energy absorption. No differ- S

ences, were found between the SARs determined from the two sets of
nieasurements.

This rough assessment of SAR, yielding a value comparable to that pre-
dicted for the squirrel monkey by Durney et al. (20), has been confirmed by
three different independent procedures. First, as reported by Adair and Adams
I(). thu steady-state reduction in M of cold-exposed squirrel monkeys, exposed

for 9() min to a controlled microwave field is exactly eqnal (in W!kg) to the
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SAR of the imposed field. Second, as reported by Adair (4), conscicus :.quir-

rel monkeys equilibrated to a T just below the UCT (e.g., 33 *C) c.in e used•
a

as adjunctive dosimeters. The SAR can be determined from T increments
during 10-min microwave exposures in animals that are fully vasodilated but
not sweating. If the body mass of the monkey is 0.9 to 1.0 kg, the SAR so
determined will be 0.15 W/kg per mW/cm2 . Third, the whole-body SAR was
determined in our exposure facility by J.B. Kinn (32), who used the method of
twin-well calorimetry. A model of a seated squirrel monkey, filled with b.7"
kg of tissue-equivalent material (28), was exposed, at the monkey's location,
for 10 min at a power density of 20 mW/cm 2. Three separate deterirnntion.
under these conditions yielded a whole-body SAR of 0.18 W/kg per mW/cm 2 , a not
unreasonable value considering that the mass of the model was somewhat ies

than that of most of our animal subjects.

Experimental Design

Three T were selected for study: 20, 26, and 32 *C. These T were

determined on the basis of pilot experiments to be representative of parcic-
ular portions of the thermoregulatory profile of the squirrel monkey (cf. Fig.
i) that would exhibit maximal thermoregulatory alteration in the presence of
an imposed microwave field. A T of 20 *C is well below the TNZ so that
microwave exposure should provoke a reduction of M and perhaps, at higher
power densities, initiate vasodilation of the tail vessels (cf. Fig. 2). A T a
of 26 *C is just below the LCT so that microwave exposure should initiate

vasodilation of the tail vessels and perhaps, at h1ghe- power densities,
initiate vasodilation of the vessels in the foot. A T of 32 0C is close to
the UCT so that microwave exposure should initiate vasodilation of the foot
(if it had not already occurred) and initiate thermoregulatory sweating at
higher power densities.

At each T , the thermoregulatory consequences of exposure to 4 discrete
power densities (10, 15, 20, and 25 mW/cm2 ) were explored. These power
densities represent whole-body SARs of 1.5, 2.25, 3.0, and 3.75 W/kg, respec-

tively. At a Ta of 32 0C, it was not possible to expose the animals to the
highest power density because they tended to develop hyperthermia over the

course of the 90-mmn microwave exposure; it will be remembered that a thermo-
regulatory steady state is required in order to employ the method of parti-
tional calorimetry. At all Ta, data were collected on three or four monkeys,
a single replication at T =20 C and two replications at the other two T~a a

Each experimental test session on a single monkey involved equilibration

of the animal for a minimum of 90 min to the prevailing T , followed by a
a

90-min exposure to 2450-MHz CW microwaves at a particular rower density. A 20
. - 30 min reequilibration period terminated the test session. Strict criteria
*- for the acceptability of all data were established prior to the conduct of any

experiments: any test session in which a thermoregulatory steady state uas
*i not achieved, in either the initial equilibration period or during microwave

exposure, was discarded. Malfunctions of test equipment, on-line computer,
etc. were also grounds for discarding entire test sessions. Over te course

* ' of the research project, approximately 40% of the conducted rest. were ,is-
carded on these grounds.
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11 ..ummorv, the fol l owing dependent variables were meanured III each

i- W m t 4--rt sv'5 !; I(I :

/| i$' t| r[ ('l] t ; tj Y et; ----- T~k -. ,

abdomen Tabd

tail ------------- Ttl

leg-------------- Tg
foot ------------- Tft

mean skin temperature - T-

oxygen consumption ---- M

Tdp of expired air ---- Eres
body mass ------------- t
Tdp of foot capsule air-ifsw

All experimental test sessions were conducted in the morning so as to
avoid possible circadian shifts in resting levels of thermoregulatory proces-
ses. At the start of the test, approximately 18 h had elapsed since the
monkey's last meal. Prior to introduction of the animal into the test envi-
ronmnent, all equipment was checked and/or calibrated and a stable T was
established in the test chamber. The chaired monkey was weighed on an eler-
ironic analytical platform balance before being instrumented with thermo-
.ourles, boot, hood, etc.; a post-test weight served to check the accuracy of
rhe total body weight loss measured during the course of the test. After the
.haired animal had been suspended from the Potter balance inside the test
compartment and all connections made to the measuring equipment, 80 ml of
mineral oil was introduced into a trap in the base of the restraining chair;
thfs prevented evaporation of urine and feces during the experiment. The
weight loss was tared to zero immediately before the start of the 90-mmn
equilibration period. At specific times during the test session, 5-min base-

lint checks of the T and 0 content of the chamber air were made to trackap 2
any possible drifts in baseline levels. Throughout the test session, all data
were sampled at 1-win intervals by an on-line computer. In addition, contin-

UoUq strip-chart records were made of total body weight loss, T of the
e apire( ir, Td  of foot capsule air, and T . At the end of the tesiPsession,

,Ift Lhe anim[ had been removed from tha test compartment and returned to
thb, 'me cage, a 10 to 20-min baseline check of the physical characteristics

(h, amber air completed the test data.
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RESULTS

Representative Data from Individual Experiments

The data from individual test sessions were ana-lyzed in 5-mmn time bins,
i.e., means and standard errors of each dependent variable were calculated at
5-mmn intervals across the duration of the test session. Sample experiments
f or each of the three test T at a microwave power density of 15 mW/cm 2

(SAR-2.25 W/kg) are shown in F?gures 6, 7, and 8. Data from three differert
monkeys are represented in these three figures.

245MN.CWCROWAVES 
tonO2 OWoo0 5.2 W 6-26 84

~ 2-TOTAL60 T 2C
E L...!*' LOS

-4 W3
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........... ..... .. I.........
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........................ ..............
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Figure 6. Representative experiment on one monkey equilibrated to an ambient
temperature (T ) of 20 *C to determine effects on autonomic respon-

ases of heat production and heat loss of a single 90-mmn exposure to
2450-MHz CW microwaves at a power density of 15 mW/cm 2 (SAR=2.25
W/kg). Individual plotted points represent means of preceding 5
min.
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Figure 7. Representative experiment on one monkey equilibrated to an ambient
temperature (T a ) of 26 °C to determine effects on autonomic respon-
ses of heat production and heat loss of a single 90-min exposure to
2450-MHz CW microwaves at a power density of 15 mW/cm 2 (SAR=2.25

W/kg). Individual plotted points represent means of preceding 5
mim.

Figure 6 presents data from one monkey equilibrated to a T of 20 oC and
then exposed for 90 min to microwaves at a power density of 15 m /cm2. During
the equilibration period, metabolic heat production (M) was elevated to 11.7
W/kg, skin temperatures stabilized at low levels indicative of vasoconstric-
tion, T stabilized at just under 38 *C, and evaporative heat loss was mini-
mal. A ° the initiation of microwave exposure, a substantial reduction in M
occurred together with passive Increases in the temperatures of skin and body ."

core. The rate of total body weight loss appeared to decrease during the
period of microwave exposure, increasing again when the microwave field was
extinguished. The primary consequence of the microwave exposure at this T a
wis a reduction in the animal's heat production.
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Figure 8. Representative experiment on one monkey equilibrated to an ambient
temperature (T ) of 32 *C to determine effects on autonomic respon-

ases of heat production and heat loss of a single 90-mmn exposure to
2450-MHz CW microwaves at a power density of 15 mW/cm 2 (SAR=2.25
W/kg). Individual plotted points represent means of preceding 5
mi.

Figure 7 presents data for another monkey equilibrated to a T of 2b "C
and then exposed for 90 min to microwaves at the same power density, 15
mW/cm 2. During the equilibration period, M was only slightly elevated above
the resting level, skin temperatures stabilized at low levels indicative of
vasoconstriction, T stabilized at 38 *Cand evaporative heat loss was mini-
mal. At the initiaon of microwave exposure, M fell slightly to the resting
level, significant increases occurred in the temperature of foot and tail
skin, and other variables showed little or no change. The primary consequence
of microwave exposure at this T was an increase in T of the extremities,

*~i" Indicative of vasod1lation, and a slight decrease in M.

Figure 8 presents data for a third monkey equilibrated to a T af 32 'C
and then exposed for 90 min to microwaves at the same power densitv,
mW/cm2  During the equilibration period, M stabilized at t.. r.. .. ng 2C:
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I

(,5 W/kp), the local skin temperatures indicated that the tail skin wa :
vasodllatcd hut that the foot skin was not, T stnhilized at 18.4 'C, nn(!
,vopor:i fve heat loss was minimal. At the initfation of microwave exposure, o
,1uhIT) ant I! increase in Tf occurred that was indicative of vasodilation, and
sweat Ing wiz Initiated from the foot. These increaser in heat loss were
mirrocd by an increase in the rate of total body weight loss. All of these
trends were curtailed or reversed when the microwave field was extinguished. -

A remarkable feature of each of these experiments was the stability of Tco
during the period of microwave exposure. Tt is of note that the SAR of 2.25
W/kg (at 15 mW/cm2 ) was equivalent to approximately 50% of the resting heat
production of the squirrel monkey at thermoneutrality.

A second series of sample experiments is shown in Figures 9, 10, and 11.
All of these experiments were conducted at the same T (26 'C), as was thea
experiment shown in Figure 7, which completes the series, but the power
density in each case was different. Inspection of these four figures indi- 6
cates how the magnitude of individual thermoregulatory responses is directly
influenced by the intensity of the microwave exposure when that exposure
occurs at the same T

ai

Even though the four figures present data collected on three diff,_rent
Lhonkeys, the equilibrated level of M, before the onset of microwave exposure,
was quite similar from animal to animal, 6.5 to 8.5 W/kg. Since this level is
only 2 to 3 W/kg above the resting level (Fig. 1), subsequent microwave
exposure, at even the lowest power density (10 mW/cm2) was sufficient to
reduce M to the resting level, higher power densities provoking dramatic
changes in other thermoregulatory responses.

p
Of the remaining thermoregulatory responses, the greatest alterations

, ccurred in the temperature of certain skin areas, notably the tail and foot.
It is clear, from the steady-state levels of T _, that full vasodilation of
this area occurred at a power density of 20 mWtcm2 and above, while, in most
oases, partial vasodilation of the foot, as indexed by Tft, occurred at these
same power densities. Little or no change was evident in the regulated level
of T across the range of power densities explored. Foot sweating was
initiated in the monkey exposed at 25 mW/cm 2 (Fig. 11) but not at lower power
densities, and no change occurred in respiratory evaporative heat loss during
any experiment. There is a suggestion of a reduction in the rate of total
f'ody weight loss during the 90-min periods of microwave exposure at this T
.in effect that may result from the reduced M. During the periods when tfe
microwave field was present, the animals were observed to sit much more
quietly than during the equilibration period, often with eyes closed as though
asleep.

To summarize, the individual experiments depicted in Figures 7, 9 10,
and 11 show that when squirrel monkeys are equilibrated to a T just beloi the

LCT (26 *C), microwave exposure will first reduce M to the resting level and
then, at higher power densities, will initiate vasodilation of first the tail
and then the foot. Foot sweating may also be initiated if the power density
is sufficiently high, although this response may only occur in certain animals
'hat may be classified as "efficient" sweaters (cf. ref. 3).
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Figure 9. Representative experiment on one monkey equilibrated to an ambient
temperature (T a ) of 26 *C to determine effects on autonomic respon- T
ses of heat production and heat loss of a single 90-min exposure to

2450-Miz CW microwaves at a power density of 10 mW/cm2 (SAR=I.5
W/kg). Individual plotted points represent means of preceding 5
min.

Steady-state Thermoregulatory Responses
Measured During Microwave Exposure at Three Ta

Each experiment yielded two values of each dependent variable that could
be used for further analysis: the first value represented the steady-state
level just prior to the onset of microwave exposure when the animal was fully
equilibrated to the prevailing T , and the second represented the steady-state
hvel whon the micrownve field was present. To obtain these values, means and
standard errors were calculated across the final 20 min of the initial equili-
bration period and across the final 20 min of the 90-min period ot microwave
exposure. All of the means, for all animals at all T , are sumn,,arized in
Figures 12 through 18. In each figure, particular depengent variables (P.?'.
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M, 1 ) ,r calcui;atd variables (e.g., h, K) are plotted as a function of both
power density (mnW/cm 2 ) and SAR (W/kg).
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Figure 10. Representative experiment on one monkey equilibrated to an ambient
temperature (Ta) of 26 0C to determine effects on autonomic respon-
ses of heat production and heat loss of a single 90-min exposure to
2450-MHz CW microwaves at a power density of 20 mW/cm2 (SAR-3.0
W/kg). Individual plotted points represent means of preceding 5
min.

Figures 12 and 13 summarize all data collected at a T of 20 *C. Each
apoint plotted at zero power density represents the initial equilibrated value

for one monkey, coded by symbol, in a single experiment; the steady-state
"a1tIe of that variable during microwave exposure is plotted at the appropriate
power density. In Figure 12, we see that little change occurs in T or T
when the microwave field is present; the major change is a reduction in M that
i a linear function of the field strength. That the M reduction is of the
same magnitude as the SAR is clear because the open symbols (representing +
A ) fall along a horizontal line that lies at the initial equilibrated
level. This finding confIrms our earlier report of the equivalence between M
reduetion and SAR (9) and further supports the validity of our dosimetric
neasures. Figure 13 shows that the heat transfer coefficient (h) does not
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change as a function of power density and, indeed, has a value that is nearly
identical to that calculated by Berglund (16) on the basis of physi1cal mea-

*surements made in our test facility. Similarly, tissue conductance, indica-
* tive of changes in vasomotor tonus, changes little as power density increases.

There is only a slight rise at the 25 mW/cm2 power density when the absorbed
energy (Arf) is added to M during the calculation of K (represented by open

* symbols).
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Figure 11. Representative experiment on one monkey equilibrated to an ambient

temperature (T a) of 26 *C to determine effects on autonomic respon-
ses of heat production and heat loss of a single 90-mmn exposure to
2450-MHz CW microwaves at a power density of 25 mW/cm 2 (SAR=3.75
W/kg). Individual plotted points represent means of preceding 5
min.

Figures 14 and 15 summarize the data collected at T =26 *C for all ani-
a

mals. Once again, great stability of T is evident during microwave exposurc,
but a slight increase of T occurs asct~ie power density increases. A reduc-
tion in M is associated wi A microwave exposure, but it is of small magnitude
because The initial equilibrated level, at 0 power density, is only 2 to
W/kg above the resting level. When A is added to M, the sum increa.,cs
slightly at the higher power densities. It is thlis augmented ratr <
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prodihct lii/absorjT- Ion thnt If; res ponsible, for the Increase In tissue conduc-
ritmne seen In Figure 15. Once again, the heat transfer coefficient is con-
.t,,r a-t all power densities and is nearly identical to Berglund's value of
i2.3 (W/m2 )/0C. At a T of 26 'C, the principal effect of microwave exposure
is an Ircrease in thermal conductance.
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Figure 12. Mean steady-state colonic (T and weighted mean skin
temperatures and metabolic heat production (M) for all animals as a
function of power density and SAR at an ambient temperature (T ) of
20 *C. A f = absorbed radiofrequency radiation (W/kg). Poinfs
plotted at zero power density represent equilibrated levels prior
to microwave exposure.

Figures 16, 17, and 18 summarize the data collected at T =32 *C for all
animals. At this T , we begin to see a slight increase in T as the power
density of the microwave field increases. However, at no time was any animal
unable to achieve thermal equilibrium in the presence of the microwave field
as long as the power density was 20 mW/cm2 or below. It was previously stated
(cf. Experimental design) that the 25 mW/cm2 power density was not presented
;t this T. because the animals tended to develop hyperthermia. The basis for
this result is evident in Figure 16; the 1 k' increasing regularly with power
density, approaches the T at this power density. Figure 2 shows that, under

co
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normal conditions, T =T at T =37-38 *C; thus, we may state that for the
sk co a M/M* squirrel monkey, a microwave exposure at 25 mWc 2 in a T of 32 'C may be

toa*equivalent, in terms of changes in body temperatures, toan exposure to a T
of 37-38 *C alone, a

1~ 2 5 [r o 2 *

S20f StO'
I o *Go

& ~~~ ~ ~ --------- 112.3 (Berglund, 1983)

- I [M+Arfr]-E
RZ 5-(T k- o

0

N

Range of K

at To 20*C

10 SttHordy 1971)

SOW R DEWSITY(m/) 2

Figure 13. Mean steady-state values of the heat transfer coefficient (h) and
tissue conductance (,K) for all animals as a function of powier
density and SAR at an ambient temperature (T, ) of 20 *C. Open
symbols represent (Mj + A r ). Points p1otted at zero power density
represent equilibrated levels prior to microwave exposure.

The heat transfer coefficient during microwave exposure, when T =32 *C,
remains close to Berglund's value (Fig. 17), but tissue conductance iAicreases
dramatically as shown in Figure 18. This is not only due to an increase in
heat storage (see data for M + Af in Fig. 16), but also to the narrowing of
the difference between T anlft, the denominator of the K equation.
Values of K as high as 60 kw/m)/.Cswere recorded by Stitt and Ha-rdy (4,1) at
T -37 - 180 aC, as can be seen In Figure 1. Thus, we have a second Ilasis for
tfle equivalence determined above, that a microwave exposutre at 25 mW/cm2  nIn
T aof 32 *C may be equivalent to an exposure to a T aof 37-38 *C itlono.
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Figure 14. Mean steady-state colonic (T )and weighted mean skin (-

function of power density and SAR at an ambient temperature (T ) of
26 *C. A absorbed radiofrequency radiation (W/kg). Points

8freM+rr-2 :

plotted 31 zero power density represent equilibrated levels prior
to microwave exposure.

A plot of dry heat losses as a function of the skin-to--ambient tempera-
ture gradient for all data collected on all animals appears in Figure 19. In
the figure, solid symbols represent steady-state data collected during the
initial equilibration period when no microwaves were present and the unfilled
symbols, coded in terms of power density, represent steady-state data collec-
ted during microwave exposure. The line of best fit, calculated by the method
of least squares, is equal to the heat transfer coefficient (h) and has a
slope of 12.77 (W/m')/OC, a value very close to the 12.3 (W/m')/*C calculated
by Berglund (16). Since there can be no radiant or convective heat flow from
the surface of the animal when (y - T a) 0, the function should pass
through the origin. That this is very nearly the case (y-3.45 when x0)
rLonf~rms that there were no systematic errors in the partitional calorimetry
emnplnyedI in this study. Of even greater importance is the fact that a single
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function describes all the data collected from microwave and non-m.icrowl'vc
conditions alike. This fact indicates that the thermoregulatory system deal"
with energy absorbed from radiofrequency fields in exactly the same way as
energy produced by the body during normal metabolic processes. Tn other
words, heat generated in body tissues by absorbed microwaves should be regar-
ded as no different from that deposited by more conventional (radiative or
convective) sources or from excess metabolic heat produced during physical
exercise.
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Figure 15. Mean steady-state values of the heat transfer coefficient (h) ard

tissue conductance (K) for all animals as a function of power
density and SAR at an ambient temperature (T ) of 26 *C. Open
symbols represent (M + A). Points plotte2 at zero power density-- -rfr.
represent equilibrated levels prior to microwave exposure.

Changes in Thermoregulatory Responses
During Microwave Exposure

In Figures 12 through 18, the points plotted at zero power densitv
represent the steady-state level of each dependent variable just prior to the

onset of microwave exposure when the animals were fully equilibrated to the
prevailing T . At the three T selected for study, 20, 26, r'i~ .

a a
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meahori.d v:fluvi fall within the range reported by Stitt and Hardy (41), as
sumnmrIzed in Figures 1 and 2, and may thus be considered normal values for
the squirrel monkey. it Is useful to determine the change in each thermoreg-
xil.ltory response from the normal level that occurs during microwave exposure p
in order to gnin insight into possible thermoregulatory aberrations that may
be produced tv' microwaves.

42I T O -32 , Os

To 321C OsW
" 40 - &Tco C WhEG
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~8 -I ) M Arfr t 2.  -10-
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Figure 16. Mean steady-state colonic (T) and weighted mean skin (Tcoj

temperatures and metabolic heat production (M) for all an mals as a
function of power density and SAR at an ambient temperature (T ) of
32 °C. A absorbed radiofrequency radiation (W/kg). Points
plotted aE zero power density represent equilibrated levels prior
to microwave exposure.

With the exception of the calculated tissue conductance at T =32 *C (Fig.
a1), all of the data derived from individual animals (Figs. 12 through 17) are

very similar. Therefore, grand means were calculated across animals as
representative values for each exposure condition. Grand means were also
calculated across animals for the normal equilibrated responses at each T

a(data plotted at zero power density). The differences between these means
represent the change in each measured dependent variable that occurred during

r,i(rowave exposure. Figures 20, 21, and 22 summarize these calculated mean
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changes in thermoregulatory responses as a function of the power density of
the imposed microwave field.

25- , ~
Ta | 32*C * Wh

r. 20 [/ Go

A A

J IO--- ... --------- h :12.3 (Berglund. 1983)
A

10
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POWER DENSITY (mW/cm 2 )

Figure 17. Mean steady-state values of the heat transfer coefficient (h) for
all animals as a function of power density and SAR at an ambient
t*ermrature (T ) of 32 *C. Points plotted at zero power density
represent equifibrated levels prior to microwave exposure.

The mean changes in T and in Y are shown in Figure 20 for all power
co mW/cm 2

adensities and the three exposure T . ?Ath the sole exception of the 20
exposure at T =32 *C, colonic temperature sustained a slight rise (0 < T <
0.66 *C) duria all microwave exposures. This rise was as likely to occur at
T =20 *C as at T =32 *C. The large increase in T during microwave exposurea T 0

Cco

at 20 mW/cm2 when T =32 *C, indicates that thermoregulatory mechanisms were
beginning to break down under these conditions, i.e., that the mobilized heat
loss responses were insufficient to eliminate the heat stored in the body.
This condition has been previously discussed.

The lower panel of Figure 20 shows the change in T during microwave
exposure as a function of power density. The greatest changes occurred when
T =26 *C, a result that is not unexpected since vasodilation of specific skin

aareas was most easily initiated at this T by the specific power densities
employed. Considerable passive heating of the skin occurred at all T
however, and the change in Tk was a direct function of power density.
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F gure 18. Mean steady-state values of tissue conductance (K) for all animals

as a function of power density and SAR at an ambient temperature
(T ) of 32 'C. Open symbols represent (M + A ' Points plotted
at zero power density represent equilibrated -eels prior to micro-
wave exposure.

Tine mean changes in metabolic heat production and in sweating rate are
wn in Figure 21 for all power densities and the three exposure T No
nngc in M occurred at any power density when T -32 'C; thi.r finding was

;- rticipated-because at this T M is at the restinag level (cf. Fig. 1) and
: erefore could not be furtherareduced. Dramatic reductions In M occurred at
'i =(0 OC, that were a linear function of power density. This finding confirms

-at already published by Adair and Adams (9). The intermediate M reduction
Ir T '6 'C, also a linear function of power density, would not have been
rcd Icted from the thermoregulatory profile of the squirrel monkey presented
i: Figure 1. The M function in this profile is depicted as being low and flat
TCss the entire width of the TNZ. A calculated mean reduction In M produced
rn rowavo exposure of animals equilibrated to T close to the LCT may

.licate individual variability in LCT from animal toa animal as well as indi-
(hii vdria.bility in metabolic functioning.
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Figure 19. A plot of dry heat losses ([M + A f] - F) r all animals as a- -rfr
fnction of the skin-to-ambient temperature gradient (T - T a).

The function was fitted by the method of least squares.

Sweating rate from the right foot was measured continuously during all
experimental test sessions as an index of evaporative heat loss. In the
determination of heat balance (Eq. 1), heat lost through sweating (E )
together with respiratory evaporative heat loss (E ) are combined in te

-res
term E. In the method of partitional calorimetry, E is determined in-
directly as (E - E). It is often useful, however, to have an indepen-, .-~--t C t -.--re s _-'
dent means of assessing the onset and rate of thermoregulatory sweating. As
for the other dependent variables, mean sweating rate was calculated for the
final 20 min of the period of equilibration to the prevailing T and the final
20 min of the 90-min period of exposure to microwaves in eac% experimental
test session. Grand means were then calculated across animals, and the mean
change in sweating rate as a function of power density is shown in the lower
panel of Figure 21. No significant change in sweating occurred at any power
density in the two cooler environments (T =20 and 26 *C). A notable increase

in sweating rate was stimulated by microwave eyposure at a power density of ]5
mW/cm2 and above in animals equilibrated to T = 32 'C.

A similar pattern of response change is evident in Figure 22 which shows
the mean change in tissue conductance as a function of power density for all
T . A slight reduction in conductance a, power density increased was evident

T- 0 'C pr.(.1mnlv becatil.Re T. roSe 0nd T did not. A slight Increase
, , ,duct.a,ce, moderted at :,1 m '.m , o ,,,-,-t'when T =' "C, whie. , ' , se

a*i inrrease nctirred at aJ I power den : It les in the 31? 'C envi rr,- .e',
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Ie notod that the v.lue M, not (M + A . was used for the calculations of K
r-hat contributed to Figure 22; had theYiC tter values been used, the calculated
changes hi K would have been generally larger.
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Figure 20. Mean change from equilibrated baseline level in colonic temperature
(top panel) and weighted mean skin temperature (bottom panel) as a
function of the power density of microwave exposure. The parameter
is ambient temperature (T a).

Useful information about the interaction between individual variables can
often be derived by expressing one as a function of others. For example, it
would be of interest to know if the measured changes in thermoregulatory
function of squirrel monkeys exposed to 2450-MHz CW microwaves are due pri-
m;nily to thermal stimulation of receptors in the skin or of those deeper in
01e body. At this microwave frequency, the incident radiation may be absorbed

deeply as 2.5 - 3.0-cm below the skin surface. There is a strong possibil-
ity that thermosensitive sites of the CNS (e.g., the PO/AH, the midbrain, the
medulla, the spinal cord) could provide the neural signals for thermoregula-
tory response change during microwave exposure. Figure 23 shows the mean
change in metabolic heat production from the equilibrated baseline level
p'lotted both as a function of the associated change in mean skin temperature
(top panel) and change in colonic temperature (bottom panel). It should be
ncted that since these are steady-state data, the sluggishness of the deep-
Dudv temperature is not an important factor in this comparison. There is a
cear indication, from inspection of the two panels, of an orderly relation-
Fhlp between delta M and delta T that would implicate the thermal receptors
of the skin as the mediators of Ae metabolic response to microwaves at this
frequency. By contrast, no meaningful relationship exists between delta M and
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delta T , which provisionally eliminates deep-body thermoreceptors from
considera~ion as the primary mediators of this response.

POWER DENSITY (mW/cmt)
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0 320C
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0.- 5 10 15 2' 25
POWER DENSITY (mW/cm')

Figure 21. Mean chenge in equilibrated baseline level in metabolic heat pro-
duction (top panel) and sweating rate (bottom panel) as a function
of the power density of microwave exposure. The parameter is

ambient temperature (Ta).
a

Figure 24 shows a similar comparison for the change in sweating rate trom
the foot; the upper panel plots the data as a function of the change in I
and the lower panel plots the data as a function of the change in T . It fis
not as simple to decide in this case which relationship is the more meaningful
because the sweating response is not normally mobilized in cooler environments
(i.e., T =20 and 26 "C). Thus, even though Tsk may rise several degrees
Celsius Suring microwave exposure, sweating may not be initiated. The lower
panel shows a clear relationship between delta A and delta T but there
are too few data points to determine this refationship with certainty.
Thermoreguiintory sweating in man and nonhuman primates has been. shown to
depend on both central and peripheral temperature changes (21 ,37) and tlt.-
sweating response of the squirrel monkey in the presence of microwave flels
depends both on the rate of energy Absorption and the T at which the exposure
occurs (3). A fiirther complication ari;es from the .;lct that ,or,- vtlv'
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inokeysajppvnr to he ef I icLent , and others Inef ficient sweaters (3). More
(.atn are reqired before this question can be resolved.
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Figure 22. Mean change from equilibrated baseline level in tissue conductance
as a function of the power density of microwave exposure. The
parameter is ambient temperature (Ta ).

a

Role of Skin Temperature In The
Thermoregulatory Response To Microwaves

The preceding comparisons have provided strong evidence of the preponder-

ant role of thermal receptors in the skin vs those deep in the body in the
"rediation of thermoregulatory responses of squirrel monkeys exposed to 2450-
'Ifz CW microwaves. Consideration of this fact permits a second method of
,iktermtning if absorbed radiofrequency radiation may be somehow unique in its
impact upon the thermoregulatory system. The relationship already presented
In Figure 19 indicated that the fate of heat generated in the body by absorbed
,ricrowaves was no different from any other source of heat. Figures 25, 26,
md 27 shcw sweating rate, colonic temperature, and metabolic heat production
'with and without A f) as a function of mean skin temperature. In all
figures, each plotteipoint represents the steady-state value from one experi-
rental session; open symbols are data collected during the initial
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equilibration period when no microwaves were present and closed symbol,, coded

in terms of power density, are data collected during microwave exposuie.

MEAN CHANGE IN MEAN SKIN TEMPERATURE (0)
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

0U

A

-4 kN

MEAN CHANGE IN COLONIC TEMPERATURE (6)
Zz 00.5 1.0 1.5

| " To

"3 A 20"C

* 266C

17 320C
A

Figure 23. Mean change from equilibrated baseline level in metabolic heat
production as a function of the mean change in weighted mean sk!n
temperature during microwave exposure (top panel) and the mean
change in colonic temperature (T o) during microwave exposure
(bottom panel). The parameter is ambient temperature (Ta).

a

Figure 25 shows the steady-state sweating rate as a function of T , tor

* all animals at all T . The open symbols (no microwaves present) fall natUral-
a

ly into three groups which represent the three T under investigation. The
solid symbols (microwaves present) fall in orderly fashion between these three
groups such that the aggregate describes a continuous functional relationship
between the two variables. (The two points off the function were contributed
by a single monkey, an extremely efficient sweater at T 32 *C). There Is no

evidence in this figure that the sweating response in the presence of micro-
waves is any different from the sweating response when the skin ft w,rmed byi

convection and radiation.

Similar functions for the steady-state levels (f T and M as n funr',,p - 7

(i T appear in Fi -uitre 26. In both panisl, the ymbolht11O .7, . .
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as In Figir. 2'). Once again, all points fall in orderly fashion along a
single function, with no indication that the response in the presence of
microwaves is dIfferert from the normal response. An iterative statistical
procedure, performed on the M data, determined that the best-fitting function
was a L'perbola of the form y = a + b/x. The highest R2 (0.87) was obtained
for the baseline data alone (unfilled symbols), an R2 nearly as high (0.80)
for the baseline and microwave data combined (all symbols), and a somewhat
lower R2 (0.69) for the microwave data alone (filled symbols). An even lower
R' resulted (0.66) when A was added to the M values measured during micro- j
wave exposure as shown in igure 27. Indeed, the M vs T function becomes
increAsingly distorted at the higher Ta wlhen the absorbed energy is accounted
for as part of the total heat to be eliminated from the body. In summary,
Figures 26 and 27 provide convincing evidence of the involvement of T sk in the
thermoregulatory responses of squirrel monkeys to 2450-MHz CW microwaves and
of the fact that absorbed microwaves are dealt with in normal fashion by the
thermoregulatory system.
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Figure 24. Mean change from equilibrated baseline level in sweating rate as a
function of the mean change in weighted mean skin temperature
during microwave exposure (top panel) and the mean change in
colonic temperature during microwave exposure (bottom panel). p.
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Figure 25. Steady-state sweating rate from the foot as a function of weighted

mean skin temperature. Open symbols (power density and SAR - 0)
represent data from the baseline equilibration period when micro-
waves were absent. Solid symbols, coded by powcr density and SAR,
represent data from microwave exposure period.
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Figure 27. Steady-state values of metabolic heat production plus absorbed
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DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION

"ie ictbod of -artitlonal calorimetry has been used to determine the
t -;t te heat balance of adult male squirrel monkeys exposed to 2450-l{z

CW zi 'owave fields at controlled T of 20, 26, and 32 *C. Four microwave
,owr censities (three at T =32 wC) were studied at each T . The particular

,'xplored were chosen, after consideration of the thermoregulatory profile
0 the experimental animal in question, because they represent certain criti-
cal values at which specific effects of microwave exposure would be evident.
The data revealed no systematic errors in the calorimetry employed and indi-
rated, without question, that the animal subjects achieved thermal balance by
mobilizing normal processes of heat production and heat loss, whether a
microwave field was present or not. Skin temperature appeared to play a
domlnant role over deep body temperature in the control of thermoregulatory
effector responses when the microwave field was present; this indicates that
the primary neural input to the central thermoregulatory controller was from
:h.rrusensors in the skin rather than in central nervous system sites such as
.ho hypothalamus. This finding confirms other results from our laboratory
1at have been recently reported (10,11). It is important to note, however,

that the results of these studies may be frequency-specific and that a greater
,Ole might be played by deep body thermosensors if the microwave frequency
employed was closer to whole-body resonance.

The major finding of these studies is that the animal subjects, during
periods of exposure to a 2450-MHz microwave field, were able to attain thermal
,quilibrium by an orderly and predictable mobilization of normal thermoregula-
tory responses. The sole exception, as has been noted previously (3),
invnlves microwave exposure at T close to the UCT. The squirrel monkey

aexhibits limited capacity for evaporative heat loss in warm environments (41)
!nd can rapidly become hyperthermic when the temperature of the skin ap-
Proachos that of the body core (Figs. 1 and 2). Thus, at T 32 *C, absorbed
,rowlve energy that is the equivalent of about 75% of he resting heat

prodicriov of the monkey cannot be tolerated for periods as long as 90 min.
'n stark contrast, human beings, with their extraordinary capacity for heat
is through the evaporation of sweat, can sustain increases in metabolic heat
,,r)duction of 6-to-l0 times the resting level during prolonged physical
,xercisc (6,37,45), and can adapt with relative ease to excessively warm

rn'ironments (23). Rates of energy absorption from radiofrequency fields that
;re the equivalent of man's resting metabolic rate (1.4 W/kg) or less should
provide minimal perturbation to the human thermoregulatory system, even in
thermally hostile environments.

In the cool (T =20 °C) and thermoneutral (T -26 °C) environments explored
a

in the present studies, microwave power densities as high as 25 mW/Cm2

(SAR=3.75 W/kg) were sustained by the mobilization of thermoregulatory respon-
sos appropriate to the prevailing T . The SAR at this exposure is the equiva-
ient of 75% of the resting metabolfc heat production of the squirrel monkey.
At T =20 *C, the thermoregulatory response to this SAR was roughly the equiva-
lent in the steady state, to the response that would be observed if these
,ame animals were exposed to a T of about 26 *C without microwaves (Figs. 12

a
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and 14). It has already been stated (cf. RESULTS 2d section) that the thermo-
regulatory response to the same SAR at a T of 32 °C may be the equivalent of

a
exposure to a T of 37-38 °C without microwaves. Additional extrapolations of
this type are rfsky, however, because insufficient baseline data (i.e., levels
of individual thermoregulatory responses in the absence of microwaves) have
been collected in the particular test environment used for these studies.'

The data from which the thermoregulatory profile of the squirrel monkey
was constructed (Figs. I and 2) were collected under still air conditions; in
the studies reported here, air moved past the animal's body at 0.36 m/s.
Since the heat transfer coefficient h varies directly with air movement, all
measured thermoregulatory responses will assume different values that will be
related to h. The value of h determined from the data in Figure 19 was 12.77
(W/m2)/ *C;-the value determined by Stitt and Hardy (41) for still air condi-
tions, across a range of T from 10 to 39 °C, was 6.50 (W/m2) °C, roughly half
our value. Figure 1 shows that M assumes the value of about 8 W/kg in animals
exposed to T af- 20 °C under still air conditions. The comparable value mea-
sured in the present study was 11.75 ± 0.29 W/kg, a level nearly 4 W/kg
higher. Similarly, at T -26 °C, Figure 1 shows that M has reached a stable,
low level of about 5 W/kg, but in the present study, M- ranges from 6 to 9 W/kg
at this T (Fig. 14). These results confirm observations made by others thata
at any given ambient temperature, the metabolic heat production of the squir-
rel monkey will be higher when the animal is in moving air than in still air
conditions (2,9,36,40,41). They also provide an explanation for the finding
that microwave exposure can reduce the M of an animal equilibrated to a T
that is nominally "thermoneutral". a

The influence of air movement on thermoregulatory response measures has -
generally been ignored by students of microwave bioeffects, but it is of
considerable importance to the accurate determination of an experimental.
animal's thermp! state, particularly in cool environments. On the other hand,
relative humidity may play an equally important role in warm environments
because high levels may severely limit evaporative heat loss through sweating.
Thus, the proper assessment of the thermoregulatory consequences of microwave
exposure must involve not only measurement of the experimental animal's
thermoregulatory profile but also careful attention to the physical character-
istics of the particular test environment employed.

One of the most striking consequences of microwave exposure in a cool
environment is the reduction of M (cf. Fig. 6). In the steady state, this
reduction (in W/kg) is equal to the SAR (in W/kg) of the imposed microwave
field, a finding reported by Adair and Adams (9) and confirmed in the present
studies. At a frequency that provides significant surface heating, such as
the 2450 MHz used in these experiments, no change in deep-body temperature,
and only small increments in skin temperature, accompany microwave exposure.
The advantages of such a thermal environment have been recognized by Pound
(39), who has proposed that 3-cm microwaves be considered as a source of
comfort heating for human beings in otherwise-cold interior spaces. Pound has
predicted that significant energy savings would result from such an applica-
tion. As evidence mounts for the benign nature of radiofrequency radiation,
the possibilities for advantageous use of these frequencies should be con-
sidered ever more seriously. The results of the present studies establish
that a microwave environment is the thermal equivalent of a radiant or convec-
tive environment in terms of the basic functioning of the aut-r.i,".
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ritrmozo.ulatnry Fystem. No unusual physiological responses were detected

that would point to the microwave environments studied as being other than
ben ign.

CONCLUS IONS

Partitlonal calorimetric studies have examined the autonomic thermoregu-
lstory responses of squirrel monkeys expobed to 2450-MHz CW microwaves at
selected ambient temperatures, 20, 26, and 32 *C. Heat production and heat
loss responses were analyzed in terms of a heat balance equation which incor-
porated the energy absorbed from the microwave field. The results of these
studies allow the following conclusions to be drawn:

1. The animals were able to maintain thermal balance, i.e., regulate
their body temperature, under all conditions employed;

2. In a 20 °C environment, thermal balance was maintained by a reduc-
tion of metabolic heat production when microwaves were present;

I
3. In a 26 *C environment, thermal balance was maintained by a further

roduction of metabolic heat production and initiation of vasodilation in t e
tati and foot when microwaves were present;

4. In a 32 *C environment, thermal balance was maintained by vasodila-
t'on of the foot and initiation of thermoregulatory sweating, as long as the

cricrowave power density was 20 mW/cm 2 or below;

5. The animals could not maintain thermal balance in a 32 °C environ-
ment if the microwave power density was greater that 20 mW/cm2 ;

6. Responses measured with and without microwaves present were des-

cribed by the same functional relationships, indicating that the thermoregu-
., .tcrv system deals with microwaves in the same manner as other environmental
energy sources;

7. Thermal sensors in the skin, rather than those deeper in the body,
were probably responsible for most of the response changes observed;

8. Predictions of potential human responses in the presence of compa-
able microwave fields will not be possible until additional baseline data e-e
ollected on the experimental animals and a few sample measurements are made
_i, hiuman volunteers to serve as anchor points.
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